PERSONALIZED PROMOTIONAL PACKAGES
BRONZE PROMOTION - $400
Professional Graphic Design
A graphic designer will consult with you to develop the color scheme and wording for a 4x6 double sided
flyer layout. You may use both sides for one advertisement or you may have two different layouts. The
flyer design will be delivered to you in an electronic format available for use online. Any photos used must
have copywrite approval from the owner of the photo.
Faraghani Online Marketing
Faraghani posts both sides of your flyer on multiple social media and advertisement websites such as
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, etc. You will be provided with feedback from your campaign so that you
can focus your attention to the right audience.
Dual Sided Flyers
Our graphic designers will format your electronic flyer for 4x6 print and deliver 1,000 dual sided flyers to
you for distribution. Additional amounts are available at competitive rates.
[2,500 = add $110] [5,000 = add $165] [10,000 = add $475] [20,000 = add $1,055]
SILVER PROMOTION - $1200
Bronze Promotion Package Plus
Single Sided Poster
Our graphic designers will format your electronic flyer for 18x24 print and deliver 250 single sided posters
to you for distribution. Additional amounts are available at competitive rates.
[500 = add $75] [1,000 = add $350]
Flyer Distribution
Up to 2 hours of distribution services in within a 10 mile radius of your venue/location. Flyers will be
placed in willing store fronts, bulletin boards and vehicles were your target audience spends their time.
Faraghani Text Marketing
Faraghani fans opt in to our massive text marketing database which allows us to send text message
campaigns to a large number of potential clients.
Faraghani Email Marketing
Faraghani has an ever growing number of email contacts that have opted in to receive email marketing for
events, products, services and everything we endorse. We will deliver your ad twice to those contacts and
provide you with feedback from your campaign. Additional deliveries of your campaign can be scheduled
at competitive rates.
GOLD PROMOTION - 1800
Silver Promotion Package Plus
Professional Photo Shoot
Faraghani will provide a professional photographer for a 2-hour photo shoot on location within a 30 mile
radius of Faraghani headquarters (the center of Canton, MI). Additional time and travel can be scheduled
at competitive rates.
CD of Commerical Quality Images
You will receive a CD with photos from your photo shoot with mutual rights for use. This CD will contain
all editor approved shots from the session. (Average 5% reduction from actual shoot.) The CD will also
contain up to 4 edited photos. Additional photo edits can be arranged at competitive rates.
For more information, contact your faraghani representative or:

Curtis McBride, VP Faraghani Marketing
(248) 213-6575 ext 809
Curtis@Faraghani.com

Dana M. Walker, VP Faraghani Events
(248) 213-6575 ext 808
Dana@Faraghani.com

